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a second life. Connect the positive wire to the plug coming from the rear. Do this by soldering
them together. As for the negative wire , connect it to the tab and solder it there as well. One
may also ask, do RCA cables have positive and negative? RCA cables are coaxial cables ,
meaning that each cable has a positive conductor inner and negative conductor outer. The two
different cables are the left and right stereo audio channels. RCA cables and speaker wire Amp
wiring kits often don't include signal wiring. RCA cables come in stereo pairs, in various
lengths. When running new speaker wires from your amplifier's output to the speakers , any
size wire from to gauge will work fine. Plug the red and white RCA cables into the color-coded
RCA audio output jacks on the device, beside the component outputs. Plug the other end of the
component cables into the corresponding, color-coded input jacks on the rear of the HDTV. A
subwoofer cable connects an audio amplifier to a speaker designed to reproduce low-frequency
sound signals up to Hz. But some manufacturers add special features to an RCA cable and label

it " subwoofer. Some older or less expensive systems may not accept banana plugs or speaker
wire directly. These systems often use RCA connectors that will require an additional adapter to
connect with your banana plugs. A simple banana plug to RCA adapter will easily connect to
this type of amplifier, stereo or home theater system. If the cable is split on one end a y-cable
for both right and left channels , then plug in both. Stick the speaker into the amplified speaker
output. You can use one or more speakers. Once all the connections are made, the TV will send
the signal to the amplifier, which will pass it to the speakers. Take the positive lead of the wire
colored red and hold the bare wire against the center pin of the RCA connector. Press the
soldering iron's tip against the wire and pin until it is hot enough so that solder pressed against
the pin and wire flows around them. Splices degrade the sound : Audio experts have
determined that properly spliced and soldered wires do not change or degrade the sound
coming out of speakers. Although an oscilloscope can detect splices by identifying small
voltage drops or spikes, the anomalies are too small to hear. As the other guys have all stated,
it's best not to run the wires together. Power cables do cause interference with other cables ,
but that shouldn't be the main concern. The biggest problem is heat. Especially, if there are
other cables cluttered around them. Speaker wires dont tend to interfere with each other. But AC power wires carry a signal that is audible and will interfear with speaker wires. The fact that
the AC power is a constant 60 hz adds to the problem. Try to keep these apart or only cross
them at 90 degrees. According to NEC Especially with speaker wire. Parallel runs should be at
least 3' apart. You can cross directly if you have to. If the wires run parallel they should be at
least 12" apart. If they must cross they MUST cross at a 90 degree angle. Run each length of
speaker wire to the location designated for each speaker. Typically, there are two speaker
locations in the rear of the car and two in the front of the car. When you run the speaker wire ,
be sure to tuck the wiring underneath the floorboards and mats for a clean installation. It will
usually be labelled as an input or an output. An output is for sending the audio from this device
to another. An input is for receiving the audio from somewhere else. The RCA connectors are
usually colored white for the left channel and red for the right channel. When you 're attaching
the speaker wire to RCA plugs, you can connect either the marked or the unmarked side of the
wire to the pin, whichever makes sense for you. As long as you do all the wires the same way,
they'll have the same polarity. Speaker wire also can be used to connect to a passive
subwoofer, which is not able to amplify the signal from a line level RCA input. Many cables have
4 conductors. If this is the case, just twist the common colors together. Coat or tin the
conductor ends. Applying a small amount of solder to the twisted ends keeps them together
and it easier to connect them to the RCA end. Can I connect RCA to speaker terminals?
Category: automotive auto infotainment technologies. It gets trickier when you're attaching
speakers with wires to a stereo with RCA jacks for the speaker out, or a stereo with terminals
for regular speaker wire to speakers with RCA jacks. You won't find a speaker wire -to- RCA
adapter, so you have to either buy speaker wires with RCA plugs at one end or make your own.
Is subwoofer cable just RCA? Are banana plugs the same as RCA? How do I hook up my RCA
subwoofer wire? How do I wire speakers without a receiver? Using two-channel amplifiers. How
do you solder a female RCA jack? Does splicing speaker wire affect sound quality? Can I run
speaker wires together? Do speaker wires interfere with each other? Can you run speaker wire
and electrical wire in the same conduit? Can you run speaker wire next to Romex? How far
should electrical speakers be? Where do you run speaker wire in a car? Do RCA cables go to
input or output? Can you make RCA cables from speaker wire? Can RCA cables be used for
speaker wire? Uses in Stereo. How many wires are in a RCA cable? What wire is used for RCA
cables? Color coding in consumer equipment. Similar Asks. Popular Asks. RCA plugs are very
commonly used hardware and can be seen usually in audio and video applications such as
hooking up stereos, televisions, and mobile mp3 players. By converting your speaker wires into
RCA plugs , you can create your own high-quality RCA cables at very minimal cost. Here are the
things you need and some tips on how to go about this project. Before embarking on this
project, you must determine first the reason for doing so. Are you after improved audio quality?
Do you have equipment that only takes RCA jacks and not speaker wires? Or do you simply
want to create a new set of wires for future use? Make sure that the equipment taking in these
wires can handle them. Otherwise you just might be cutting a bunch of wires for nothing.
Starting on a project such as this requires some safety standards. Even though it is a pretty
simple process, there is still a possibility that you may get hurt. Always take caution in all the
steps that you take. Make sure that the components of your audio or video system are
unplugged from their outlets to avoid possible electric shock. As much as possible, also wear
gloves and goggles because you will be working with a soldering iron that may be very harmful
to your skin if not taken seriously. You need to be very careful about cutting the correct length
of the wire. Get the length of the speaker wires that you need and cut them to this length. When

cutting the length of the speakers wires, it should be same length as the RCA cables you are
going to use. And when using wire strippers, removing the insulation on both ends of the wire,
ensure that you do this carefully and not accidentally cut the wire. When leaving half an inch of
wire exposed on both sides, make sure that both speaker wires are also of the same length,
otherwise your cable conversion might suffer in quality and integrity. It's important to learn the
proper procedure. Connect the positive wire to the plug coming from the rear. Do this by
soldering them together. As for the negative wire, connect it to the tab and solder it there as
well. Let the soldered portions cool first. After a couple of minutes, slide the cover back in place
and screw it back in. Repeat these steps to the others so you can have a complete set of
speakers with RCA output. You will now be able to connect directly to televisions, amplifiers,
and even mp3 players. Your speakers can also be used with bigger equipment and become part
of a bigger system. The good thing about this conversionusing RCA plugs is that it is of high
quality and much better than in its former state. We welcome your comments and suggestions.
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Subwoofer to By Sage C. Have you a device which port only takes RCA plug? By this method,
you can use your speaker as a very special device. Feeling amazed! No need to be so amazed.
This will save you from the cost of changing or buying a new device. Even it is safe and
convenient to use. Here are the detailed steps about how to connect RCA audio plug to speaker
wires. So, go through it to do this like an expert electrician. An RCA Audio plug is one type of
electrical connector generally used to pass video and audio signals. It is generally used as RF
connectors, power connectors and also as loudspeaker connectors. A ring surrounds its male
connector. We make the connection with the device by pushing it into the socket. First, you
should arrange the necessary tools that will need you to connect RCA Audio plug to speaker
wires. Excluding the wires and the plug arrange a stripper, a nose plier, plucker, scissor,
soldering machine, solder, safety gloves etc. Separate the parts of the plug and wear the shell
on the wires. Keep all the parts in a place. Keep an eye for all-out safety. Strip off the outer
covering of the wire. Then you will find two wires. One is red coated which is generally positive
and the other one may be white or black coated. Remove the outer jacket from the wires to bring
out the conducting wire and the drain wire by using the scissor or the stripper. Then twist the
drain wire. Finally, by soldering both of the wires you can prepare the wires. For connecting the
wires with the plug, you have to prepare the plug first. Put soldering on the cup of the plug and
connect the drain wire negative. After cooling the drain wire connection, then it comes about
the conductor positive. Put a little solder on the back of the plug pin. Then connect the
conductor wire with it and let it cool as you do in the case of drain wire. But don't connect the
conductor with the cup or drain wire. At last, crimp the connection and insulate it. You can use
a plastic hollow wire to insulate it. And finally, take the shell over the connection of the wire and
screw it with the plug. Today's most of the speakers have bare end wire. But many sounds
creating device takes the RCA plug. Hence, by connecting RCA plug to speaker wires you can
use your speaker with the bare end to the devices. Thus, you need not buy a speaker with RCA
cable to use your device. RCA plug is very convenient to use. You can easily add the plug with
the thread. The plug is slightly short and has the smaller diameter, that can easily attach to the
thread. With this process, you can use the unused speaker in your home if you have a device
with RCA thread. Almost all the old device has an RCA thread and you bring them in use with a
modern speaker by doing this. Because of the insulating system and the structure of the RCA
plug, this process reduces the chances of short circuits and shocking. In the conclusion, we
can say that this is a wonderful process that will save you from a big investment. But you have
to be very careful about the process and the precautions. A little mistake can not only damage
your device but also harm you. Hope this article will help you to comfortably connect RCA plug
to speaker wires. Have a nice day. Thank you. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. Disassemble the RCA plug Separate the parts of the plug and wear
the shell on the wires. Prepare the speaker wires Strip off the outer covering of the wire.

Connect the drain wire with the plug For connecting the wires with the plug, you have to
prepare the plug first. Connect the conductor wire with the plug After cooling the drain wire
connection, then it comes about the conductor positive. Insulate th
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e connection At last, crimp the connection and insulate it. The benefit of connecting RCA audio
plug to speaker wires? Save money Today's most of the speakers have bare end wire.
Convenient to use RCA plug is very convenient to use. Use the speaker With this process, you
can use the unused speaker in your home if you have a device with RCA thread. Use the old
modeled instruments Almost all the old device has an RCA thread and you bring them in use
with a modern speaker by doing this. Safe Because of the insulating system and the structure of
the RCA plug, this process reduces the chances of short circuits and shocking. Precautions
Unplug the speaker from the power source while preparing the wire Be careful while taking off
the jacket of the wire that the drain wires should not be cut. Twist the drain wires properly. Use
safety gloves soldering. Connect the wires correctly. Connect the drain wire with the cup and
the conductor with the pin of the plug. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Tumblr.

